Oct4 is crucial for the first embryonic lineage specification, and Nanog is crucial for the second. Maintenance of the pluripotent epiblast of postimplantation embryos requires Oct4, Sox2, and FoxD3. In the ES cell Oct4, Sox2, Stat3, and Nanog are essential for selfrenewal: the pools of target genes controlled by each transcription factor or combination of factors are shown in color. 
1997). In ciliates, telomerase
While the correlation of isoform expression with different has two modi operandi. In vegetative cells, telomerase telomerase activities strongly supports a model in which compensates for sequence loss at the telomere, whereas telomerase catalytic subunit exchange leads to a speciduring development of the macronucleus, telomerase ficity switch, the availability of isoform-specific antibodadds telomeric repeats to DNA fragments which lack ies should provide more direct evidence in support of telomeric sequences. The molecular events enabling this model in the future. It is as yet unclear whether this switch have so far remained mysterious. expression of other end replication factors may also be Telomerase is a large ribonucleoprotein complex that regulated. contains, among others, a catalytic subunit (the telomWhat gives EcTERT-2 its "healing" properties? Intererase reverse transcriptase, TERT) and an RNA moiety estingly, the sequences of all three TERT proteins are (TR) (Kelleher et al., 2002) . The telomerase RNA provides very closely related. As for other eukaryotic TERT subthe template for the synthesis of telomeric repeats and units, the conserved motifs defining the reverse tranit serves as an assembly platform for the telomerase scriptase family are found in the central domain of all holoenzyme. Telomerase re-extends shortened telothree proteins. This indicates that the folding of the acmeres that arise from the inability of the canonical DNA tive site is similar to retroviral RTs. The RT structure is replication machinery to replicate DNA ends. Therefore, usually described as a semi-closed right hand. The it is required for unlimited proliferation of unicellular orthumb contacts and stabilizes the primer-template comganisms such as yeast or protozoa, as well as for immorplex, the palm contains the active site with its two metal tal cell lines in multicellular organisms, such as germ ions and the fingers enclose with the palm the nucleotide cells and many cancer cells. Telomerase specificity is that will be incorporated into the nascent DNA (see Figguided in part by base pairing between its RNA template ure 1). Amino acids that are unique to EcTERT-2 and and the telomere 3Ј end. However, telomerases from that could account for its relaxed specificity are very most organisms can act in vitro on primers that show limited in number. All but two of them cluster in a region very little or no complementarity between their 3Ј ends localized at one of the finger tips (see yellow region in and the RNA template. A telomeric sequence in the 5Ј Figure 1 ). This region is seven amino acids long in HIV-1 region of such primers greatly enhances the efficiency RT but approximately 100 amino acids long in EcTERTs of elongation. Explanations for these and other observa-(and in other telomerases). Several hypotheses can be tions have invoked the existence of a so-called anchor raised to explain how this region may determine subsite in telomerase that binds to primer 5Ј ends and helps strate specificity. It may bind directly to nontelomeric telomerase to recognize and elongate telomeric subchromosome ends at the site of polymerization or it may strates. Telomerase specificity is also mediated through bind to a more 5Ј region defining a modified anchor protein-protein interactions. This is well documented in site with relaxed specificity. Alternatively, the modified yeast, where the specific interactions between a telofinger-domain may bind to proteins that confer the ability of telomerase to be recruited to nontelomeric DNA ends. mere binding protein (Cdc13p) and a telomerase subunit 
